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A n  U n u s u a l  Inc lus ion  in P lants  Infected wi th  a T o b a c c o  
M o s a i c  Virus  M u t a n t  
( A c c e p t e d  2 M a r c h  2972 ) 
The mutant Ni 228 obtained from tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) treated with nitrous acid 
produces defective coat protein, especially when multiplying in plants kept at 35 ° . At this 
temperature, few complete virus particles are formed, and extracts of  infected plants contain 
mostly free infective RNA and insoluble coat protein. At 2o °, however, Ni ~ I8 multiplies as 
well as the type strain of  TMV (Jockusch, I966; Kassanis & Bastow, 297~ a). To gain more 
information about the conditions in infected cells we examined them by light and electron 
microscopy. Light microscopy was done by phase-contrast on living cells from epidermal 
strips of the undersides of  Samsun tobacco leaves 2 week after inoculation. For electron 
microscopy the methods of Milne 097o) were used; pieces of leaf were fixed in glutaralde- 
hyde and then osmium tetroxide, dehydrated in acetone, soaked in uranyl acetate in acetone 
and embedded in Epon. After sectioning, the material was stained in lead citrate. 
Fig. I. Light microscopy of epidermal cells from a tobacco plant infected with Ni I I8 at 35 °. 
The light microscope showed that most of  the epidermal cells of  infected plants at 35 ° 
contained I to 3 large, lobed, amorphous, dense inclusions or X-bodies (Fig. 2). Fig. 2 shows 
the appearance in the electron microscope of these inclusions, which are not crystalline and 
are of uniform density. Similar inclusions were seen in electron micrographs from Samsun 
tobacco infected with the flavum strain of  TMV (Kolehmainen, Zech & v o n  Wettstein, 
2965), which reacts to elevated temperatures like Ni I I8 (Jockusch, 2966). Virus particles 
were never seen in cells from plants infected with Ni 128 and kept at 35 °. 
Light microscopy of epidermal strips from infected plants grown at 2o ° showed fewer and 
smaller inclusions than at 35 °, and also some small crystalline aggregates. There were 
occasional hexagonal crystals of virus particles of  the type formed in cells infected with the 
type strain of  TMV. In the electron microscope the amorphous inclusions resembled those 
produced at 35 ° . Complete virus particles were seen. 
In plants infected with both Ni I28 and type strain and kept at 35 ° the amorphous in- 
clusions were more broken up than in plants infected with Ni 228 alone. There is circum- 
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stantial evidence (Atabekov et al. I97o; Kassanis & Bastow, I971 b) that in dual infections 
at 35 ° some of the Ni 1 I8 RNA is coated by protein of  type TMV to produce stable particles 
containing Ni 1 I8 RNA. Therefore, it is of  interest that in the light microscope we have seen 
in the same cell both an Ni 118 inclusion and a crystalline hexagonal inclusion indistinguish- 
able from that usually formed by the type strain when inoculated alone. 
Fig. 2. Electron microscopy of a mesophyll cell from a tobacco plant infected 
with Nit t8 at 35 °, showing part of an inclusion. 
Tests were not made to discover the nature of the amorphous inclusions, but they probably 
consist of  the insoluble defective Ni I~8 coat protein. However, the inclusions stain very 
densely, whereas TMV particles, even in compact virus crystals, stain only lightly. They do 
not look like lipid or aggregated nucleic acid. 
The lower half of  Fig. 2 shows part  of a region containing dense filaments such as described 
by Shalla (I964), Kolehmainen et al. (I965), Milne (I966) and others. These filamentous 
regions occurred as often in plants infected with Ni 1 I8, whether kept at 35 ° o r  20 °, as they 
do in plants infected with type strain. There has been discussion (see Milne, I966) as to 
whether the filamentous structures are precursors of virus particles; their occurrence in 
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conditions where virus particles are not formed (Ni I I8 at 35 °) does not clear this doubt 
because the multiplication of Ni I I8 may have stopped at the precursor stage. 
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